INTRACEUTICALS TOPICAL HYPERBARIC
OXYGEN INFUSION OVERVIEW
Intraceuticals Oxygen InfusionsTM is a widely celebrated professional market skin care
system available through top notch Plastic Surgeons, Dermatologists, Med Spas, Hotel
and Resorts Spas and by private appointments primarily in the New York and Los
Angeles areas. The immediate and lasting results have already been reported extensively
in HARPER’S BAZAAR, E! NEWS, ACCESS HOLLYWOOD and GOOD DAY
LA. “I love the treatment and so does my face.” Madonna proclaimed in a recent
interview. During her recent CONFESSIONS TOUR Madonna received a 30-minute
treatment before every one of her high-voltage performances. Fans were delighted to
witness their ivory-skinned icon appear onstage with a flawless youthful complexion
despite the grueling demands of the show and a jet set travel schedule. DESPERATE
HOUSEWIVES star Eva Langoria is the newest addition to a fast-growing list of the
most beautiful women in the world who are determined to stay that way.
Intraceuticals Oxygen InfusionsTM has emerged as the premiere therapeutic grade oxygen
system (Topical Hyperbaric Oxygen Technology) in the world of professional skincare.
Most often mistaken as just “The Oxygen Facial” the system incorporates cutting edge
science and technology with extensive research. The system delivers serums composed
of antioxidants, amino peptides and nano-hydraters to the skin through oxygen to
moisturize, and super hydrate the skin immediately – leaving skin looking and feeling
younger with a firming visible lift! The treatment is relaxing, soothing and suitable for all
skin types. The benefits are extensive and the system of treatment is also widely used to
support cosmetic laser and surgical procedures and visibly improves the appearance of
several common skin conditions such as acne, rosacea, prematurely aging and severely
dry skin.
The Intraceuticals Oxygen Infusion is the only treatment in the world that works with
topical Hyperbaric Pressure, allowing oxygen and serum to be delivered to the epidermis
reaching fundamental layers and assisting tissue with its natural process of rejuvenation
from the inside out. The hydrating serums stimulate an osmotic response ensuring the
results will continue to improve over the twenty-four hours following treatment.
The hydrating serum was developed after years of extensive research at leading
universities in Australia. The serum is known as Rejuvenation Infusion Serum and
when combined with Intraceuticals Topical Hyperbaric Oxygen technology regenerates
new cells, elastin and collagen. The rejuvenation Infusion Serum’s base is low molecular
weight hyaluronic acid – an ingredient found naturally in the skin and known for its
superior benefits and ingredients, and also includes vitamins A, C, and E, Green Tea and
other powerful antioxidants. Intraceutical Oxygen InfusionTM For more information,
please visit, www.intraceuticals.com.
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